


A Aluminium Scaffolds (Vic) PlLMultiple erection guide

Multiple platform tower

Additional extensions. (lhis requires use of outriggers where approved

or the Tower must be tied t0 a statlle tructure), Inseft a FRAME into the
top of the BASE UNll see drawing below, Attach two DIAG0NALS to

Trames as snown.

Insert CAST0RS or [EGS, attach H0RIZONTAL BRACE (yellow hooks)

to veftical tube of FRAME. Ensure castors are locked.

Frame is now self suppofiing.

Fit the PIAIN PLATFORMS first, then the TBAP-DO0R PLATF0RM with
the hinges of the trapdoor to the outside of the tower, lnseft the GUARD

RAILS, into the top of the last frame, Attach two HORIZ0NTAI BRACES
(yellow hooks) to the top rung of GUARD RAIL FRAME and MIDRAILS
and one DIAG0NAL BRACE (blue hooks) for rigidity as shown,

Attach spare end of brace to end of other BASE FRAME. Attach 2nd

HORIZ0NTAL BRACE (yellow hooks) to other side of frame, Attach PLAN

BRACE (black hooks) diagonally onto the vefiical tube below the lowest
base frame rung, or as low down as possible,

T0 complete the W0RK PLATF0RM, first fit the T0EB0ARDS to allow
the traodoor on the olatform to ooen freelv, Finallv attach the LADDER

through the TRAP-DooR PLATFoRM as shown,-anci clip on ladcler

braces, at base of ladder, to the corresponding rung on the frame,
Ensure the access d00r movement is not impaired,

ATTACH LADDER HOOKS ON TOP RUNG

LADDER 'CHANGE 0VER' PLATF0RMS: One TRAP-DOOR and ONE STANDARD
PLATFoRM is required t0 enable safe adder change 0ver on towers w th more than
one ladder, Attach platform before ladder. Ensure four H0RIZONTAL BRACES are also

attached as GUARD RAILS and MID RAILS.

Attach four DIAG0NAL BRACES (blue hooks) to the base of the
unir as showr. Level the unit using adjustable legs,

The base is now complete,

OUTRIGGERS (TYPICAL)

Tighten wing nuts on outrigger and firmly
couple outrigger to tower standard,
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Seat outrigger foot firmly on ground,*-==-\

2 1,6m high or 2,0m high frames

4 200mm Gaslors with adiustable legs
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